Meeting Open: 18:11pm WST(+08) this time is very accurate!!! We started the second it ticked over, this is very important to note.

Apologies: Adam didn’t send his apologies but he wasn’t there so we assume he was very sorry.
Also Shani was sick and we were sorry to hear this.

Agenda:

1. Life Membership
   - WE ARE DONE!!!!
     - Well almost, we need to put up the forms on the site and probably let Cam know that he can nominate people now if he wants.
     - We shall send out a PSA of the changes to let everyone know before we tell Cam directly.

2. Website
   - Rob is likely going to formulate and implement a method of generating a new show page easily as to have a more friendly user interface for future webmasters with lesser computational skills. (Am I using words right. Does I computer good?)
   - Apparently some more work is being done on updating the databases and moving some files. (hey I know what files are!!! I have some at home, I put paper in them. Can you put paper in computers? I guess that must be what printers are for.)
   - COLOURS! The colours are disgusting, we should go back to the other colour, the colours before were better the new colours seem to work better than the old colours, people have lots of opinions about colours. Can we do the logo in white? NO! NO WHITE! White is bad! DOWN WITH THE WHITES!!!! (I like all the colours of the rainbow, why cant we just be happy with the colours we have? Can we get a unicorn? I promise I’ll brush it and feed it everyday. It can sleep in MY room.)
   - There may or may not be an issue when swapping the sites over depending on the amount of storage space we have through the guild. Further research pending.
   - BEEP. BOOP. Rob. BEEP. Make easier. BOOP. Bradley will write instructions. BEEP BOOP. The future will be safe.

3. Intermission
   - Steven and Bradley reminisce about tea parties and photography. There is some mention of an Alice character, we are unsure what role she plays in all this.
4. France, France, Renovation!? 
- There is a rumor that utilities are going to pay for the shelves that UWASCA wants to put in.
  - We didn’t originally want shelves but if they are free we shall have some of those too.
- The racks that they want to put in are going to be made from stuff bought at Bunnings and hence will no cost much.
  - We shall pay UWASCA for access to racks.

5. The Importance of Being Steven 
- We have not been receiving the emails from Cameron Hall or the guild, Steven know about other clubs having had this issue before.
  - Sarah and I (Amy “Fernando” Moylett, the Panto Secretary) have been receiving emails from the guild to our student accounts. Katherine (also and executive member) has not been receiving these. In conclusion, Kat is not as cool as us.
  - Steven has a friend called Maddie whom he can converse with if it suits. (sources tell us that this “Maddie” is actually Madelene Mulholland, SOC representative on the UWA student guild. This appears to be one of Steven’s points of influence in the government of the student guild. What relation she might hold to the aforementioned Alice is unknown.)
- Steven shall exercise his influence on this commutation matter.

6. Obligatory Miscellaneous Section 
- Sarah and Kat are going to have a cleaning party like the oppressed housewives they are. The venue will be the panto storage room. The date and time are subject to change but will likely be in the study break when they are both free.
- Steven inquired as to whether we were able to negotiate cheaper theatre costs. He was informed that we managed to negotiate the costs not changing and that we are no longer having the bar during performances.
- Kat is wearing a very nice green cardigan that goes well with her red hair.